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Section 4.14 The scanning electron microscope documentation of three worked 

Middle Iron Age bone and antler artefacts 

By Caroline Cartwright 

 

Section 4.14.5 Further VP-SEM images of worked bone and antler artefacts 

 

The figures below complement Figs. 4.34 – 4.37 on pages 136 and 137 of the book. These 

additional images feature either SF 537, a possible antler textile comb from context (2250), 

a fill of pit [2143] in Trench 2; SF 1172, a bone tool or handle made from the proximal end 

of a grooved and highly polished sheep metacarpal bone from context (4077), a fill of pit 

[4063] in Trench 4 or SF 1228, a complete bone point, probably used as a basketry tool, 

from context (5596), a fill of pit [5257] in Trench 5. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.45 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 537 lower edge showing some narrower deep 

cuts, obliquely orientated, and an infill of fine criss-cross cuts (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.46 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 537 showing the difference in the width, 

orientation and depth of deeper and shallower cuts (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 

 

 

Fig. 4.47 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 537 showing a series of distinct grooves running 

parallel to one another at the upper edge, at right angles and cutting into the main networks of 

scratches (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.48 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1172 showing some later scuffing and 

scratching over and cutting into the polished surface (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 

 

 

Fig. 4.49 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1172 showing the highly polished, extremely 

regular and worn grooves. Although the polish is predominantly axial, there are clear sets of radially 

oriented use-wear marks in the shallow depressions in between the grooves (Image © Caroline R. 

Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.50 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1172 showing the highly polished set of 

grooves. Although the polish is predominantly axial, there are clear sets of radially oriented use-wear 

marks in the shallow depressions in between the grooves (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 

 

 

Fig. 4.51 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1172 showing the highly polished set of 

grooves. Although the polish is predominantly axial, there are clear sets of radially oriented use-wear 

marks in the shallow depressions in between the grooves and later, more randomly orientated, 

superficial scratching which cuts into the polished surfaces and channels between the grooves (Image 

© Caroline R. Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.52 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1172 showing a set of later very fine, regular 

parallel cuts (on the left-hand side of the image) whose cause is unknown (Image © Caroline R. 

Cartwright). 

 

 

Fig. 4.53 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1172 showing how, at higher magnification, 

these cuts differ from the regular, radially-orientated markings in the shallow depressions between 

the grooves (see Fig. 4.51) (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.54 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1228 showing predominantly axial polish (left to 

right in the image), but also both deep and shallow scars at right or oblique angles to the polished 

surface, cutting into it, as well as random and irregular areas of subsequent damage (now infilled 

with dirt) (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 

 

 
Fig. 4.55 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1228 showing predominantly axial polish (left to 

right in the image), but also both deep and shallow scars at right or oblique angles to the polished 

surface, cutting into it, as well as random and irregular areas of subsequent damage (now infilled 

with dirt) (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.56 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1228 showing predominantly axial polish (left to 

right in the image), but also both deep and shallow scars at right or oblique angles to the polished 

surface, cutting into it, as well as random and irregular areas of subsequent damage (now infilled 

with dirt) (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 

 

 

Fig. 4.57 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1228 showing predominantly axial polish (left to 

right in the image), but also both deep and shallow scars at right or oblique angles to the polished 

surface, cutting into it, as well as random and irregular areas of subsequent damage (now infilled 

with dirt) (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 
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Fig. 4.58 Scanning electron microscope image of SF 1228 showing predominantly axial polish (left to 

right in the image), but also both deep and shallow scars at right or oblique angles to the polished 

surface, cutting into it, as well as random and irregular areas of subsequent damage (now infilled 

with dirt) (Image © Caroline R. Cartwright). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


